A word of the form W W for some word W ∈ Σ * is called a square, where Σ is an alphabet. A partial word is a word possibly containing holes (also called don't cares). The hole is a special symbol ♦ / ∈ Σ which matches (agrees with) any symbol from Σ ∪ { ♦}. A p-square is a partial word matching at least one square W W without holes. Two p-squares are called equivalent if they match the same set of squares. We denote by psquares(T ) the number of non-equivalent p-squares which are factors of a partial word T . Let PSQUARES k (n) be the maximum value of psquares(T ) over all partial words of length n with at most k holes. We show asymptotically tight bounds:
Introduction
A word is a sequence of letters from a given alphabet Σ. By Σ * we denote the set of all words over Σ. A word of the form U 2 = U U , for some word U , is called a square. For a word W , a square factor is a factor of W which is a square. Enumeration of square factors in words is a well-studied topic, both from a combinatorial and from an algorithmic perspective. Obviously, a word W of length n may contain Θ(n 2 ) square factors (e.g. W = a n ), however, it is known that such a word contains only O(n) distinct square factors [14, 17] ; currently the best known upper bound is 11 6 n [12] . Moreover, all distinct square factors of a word can be listed in O(n) time using the suffix tree [15] or the suffix array and the structure of runs (maximal repetitions) in the word [10] .
A partial word is a sequence of letters from Σ ∪ { ♦}, where ♦ denotes a hole, that is, a don't care symbol. We assume that Σ is non-unary. Two symbols a, b ∈ Σ ∪ { ♦} are said to match (denoted as a ≈ b) if they are equal or one of them is a hole; note that this relation is not transitive. The relation of matching is extended in a natural way to partial words of the same length.
A partial word U V is called a p-square if U ≈ V . Like in the context of words, a p-square factor of a partial word T is a factor being a p-square; see [2, 7] . Alongside [2, 6, 7] , we define a solid square (also called a full square) as a square of a word, and a square subword of a partial word T as a solid square that matches a factor of T .
We introduce the notion of equivalence of p-square factors in partial words. Let sq-val(U V ) denote the set of solid squares that match the partial word U V :
Then p-squares U V and U V are called equivalent if sq-val(U V ) = sq-val(U V ) (denoted as U V ≡ U V ). For example, a ♦b a ♦ ♦ ≡ a ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦b, but a ♦b a ♦ ♦ ≡ a ♦ ♦ ♦ab. Note that two p-square factors of a partial word T are equivalent in this sense if and only if they correspond to exactly the same set of square subwords. The number of non-equivalent p-square factors in a partial word T is denoted by psquares(T ). Our work is devoted to the enumeration of non-equivalent p-square factors in a partial word with a given number k of holes.
We say that X 2 = XX is the representative (also called general form; see [6] ) of a p-square U V , denoted as repr (U V ), if XX ≈ U V and sq-val(XX) = sq-val(U V ). (In other words, X is the "most general" partial word that matches both U and V .) It can be noted that the representative of a p-square is unique.
Previous studies on squares in partial words were mostly focused on combinatorics. They started with the case of k = 1 [6] , in which case distinct square subwords correspond to non-equivalent p-square factors. It was shown that a partial word with one hole contains at most 7 2 n distinct square subwords [4] (3n for binary partial words [16] ). Also a generalization of the three squares lemma (see [11] ) was proposed for partial words [5] . As for a larger number of holes, the existing literature is devoted mainly to counting the number of distinct square subwords of a partial word [6, 2] or all occurrences of p-square factors [3, 2] . On the algorithmic side, [21] proved that the problem of counting distinct square subwords of a partial word is #P-complete and [13, 20] and [7] showed quadraticand nearly-quadratic-time algorithms for finding all occurrences of p-square factors and primitively-rooted p-square factors of a partial word, respectively.
Our combinatorial results. We prove that a partial word of length n with k holes contains O(nk 2 ) non-equivalent p-square factors. We also construct a family of partial words that contain Ω(nk 2 ) non-equivalent p-square factors, for k = O( √ n). This proves the aforementioned asymptotic bounds for PSQUARES k (n). Our work can be viewed as a generalization of the results on partial words with one hole [6, 4, 16] to k ≥ 1 holes.
Our algorithmic results. We present an algorithm that reports all nonequivalent p-square factors in a partial word of length n with k holes in O(nk 3 ) time. In particular, our algorithm runs in linear time for k = O(1) and its time complexity near-matches the maximum number of non-equivalent p-square factors. We assume integer alphabet Σ ⊆ {1, . . . , n O(1) }. The main tool in the algorithm are two new types of non-standard runs in partial words and relations between them. We also use recently introduced advanced data structures from [18] .
Preliminary Notation for Words and Partial Words
For a word W ∈ Σ * , by |W | = n we denote the length of W , and by W [i], for i = 1, . . . , n, the ith letter of W .
.j] is called a prefix, a factor of the form W [i..n] is called a suffix, and a factor that is both a prefix and a suffix of W is called a border of
.q] is called a string period of W . W has a period q if and only if it has a border of length n − q; see [8] . Two equal-length words V and W are called cyclic shifts if there are words X, Y such that V = XY and W = Y X. A word W is called primitive if there is no word U and integer k > 1 such that U k = W . Note that the shortest string period of W is always primitive. Every primitive word W has the following synchronization property: W is not equal to any of its non-trivial cyclic shifts [8] .
For a partial word T we use the same notation as for words: |T | = n for its length, T [i] for the ith letter, T [i..j] for a factor. If T does not contain holes, then it is called solid. The relation of matching on Σ ∪ { ♦} is defined as: a ≈ a, ♦ ≈ a, and a ≈ ♦ for all a ∈ Σ ∪ { ♦}. We define an operation ∧ such that a ∧ a = a ∧ ♦ = ♦ ∧ a = a for all a ∈ Σ ∪ { ♦}, and otherwise a ∧ b is undefined. Two equal-length partial words T and S are said to match (denoted as T ≈ S) if T [i] ≈ S[i] for all i = 1, . . . , n. In this case, by S ∧ T we denote the partial word
for a partial word U , then we say that U occurs in T at position i. Also note that if U V is a p-square, then
for all i = 1, . . . , n − q. A deterministic period of T is an integer q such that there exists a word W such that W ≈ T and W has a period q. T is called quantum (deterministically) periodic if it has a quantum (deterministic) period q such that 2q ≤ n.
An integer j is an ambiguous length in the partial word T if there are two holes in T at distance j/2. A p-square is called ambiguous if its representative is non-solid. Note that if a p-square factor in T is ambiguous, then the p-square has an ambiguous length (the converse is not always true). The p-square factors of T of non-ambiguous length have solid representatives.
On the other hand, 6 is an ambiguous length in T . T contains four non-equivalent classes of p-squares of
Note that only the last one is an ambiguous p-square. Overall, T contains 14 non-equivalent p-squares.
Combinatorial Bounds

Lower Bound
We say that a set A of positive integers is an (m, t)-cover if the following conditions hold:
(1) For each d ≥ m, A contains at most one pair of elements with difference d;
For a set A ⊆ {1, . . . , n} we denote by w A,n the partial word of length n over the alphabet Σ such that w A,
Lemma 4. Assume that A ⊆ {1, . . . , n} is an (m, t)-cover such that m = Θ(n), |A| = k, and t = Ω(k 2 ). Let Σ = {a, b} be the alphabet. Then psquares(a n−2 · w A,n · a n−2 ) = Ω(n · k 2 ).
Proof. Each even-length factor of a n−2 · w A,n · a n−2 is a p-square. Let Z be the set of these factors X which contain two positions i, j containing holes with |j − i| ≥ m and |X| = 2|j − i|. As A is an (m, t)-cover, i and j are determined uniquely by d = |j − i|. Then all elements of Z are pairwise non-equivalent psquares. The size of Z is Ω(nt) which is Ω(n · k 2 ). This completes the proof. Theorem 6. For every positive integer n and k ≤ √ 2n, there is a partial word of length n with k holes that contains Ω(nk 2 ) non-equivalent p-square factors.
Proof. Due to Lemma 4, it is enough to construct a suitable set A. By monotonicity, we may assume that k and n are even. We take:
We claim that A is an ( n 2 , k 2 4 )-cover for t = Ω(k 2 ). Indeed, take any i ∈ {1, . . . , k 2 } and j satisfying the above condition. Then j · k 2 + n 2 − i ≥ n 2 and all such values are distinct; hence, t = k 2 4 . The thesis follows from the claim. 4
Upper Bound
Let T be a partial word of length n with k holes. The proof of the upper bound for ambiguous lengths is easy.
Lemma 7. There are at most nk 2 p-square factors of ambiguous length in T .
Proof. The number of ambiguous lengths is at most k 2 , since we have k 2 possible distances between k holes. Consequently, the number of p-squares with such lengths is at most nk 2 .
Each of the remaining p-square factors of T has a solid representative. We say that a solid square W 2 has a solid occurrence in T if T contains a factor equal to W 2 . By the following fact, there are at most 2n non-equivalent p-square factors of T with solid occurrences.
Fact 8 ([14,17,12] ). Every position of a (solid) word contains at most two rightmost occurrences of squares.
We say that a solid square is a u-square in T if it occurs in T , does not have a solid occurrence in T , and has a non-ambiguous length. We denote by U the set of u-squares for T . Observation 9. Each u-square in T corresponds in a one-to-one way to an equivalence class of p-square factors of T which have non-ambiguous length and do not have a solid occurrence in T .
Thus it suffices to bound |U|. This is the essential part of the proof. Let α = 1 2k+2 and
Also denote by U i ( ) (and Ulast i ( )) the set of words of U( ) which have an occurrence (the last occurrence, respectively) at position i in T . The next lemma follows from the pigeonhole principle and periodicity of (solid) words.
Lemma 10. Suppose that ≥ 1 α and |U i ( )| ≥ 2. Let ∆ = α . There exist positions s, s such that: Fig. 1 . Moreover, factors X 0 , . . . , X k and Y 0 , . . . , Y k are disjoint because 2(k + 1)∆ ≤ 2(k + 1) 2k+2 = . By the pigeonhole principle, we can choose j so that X j and Y j are solid, i.e., X j = Y j . We set s = x j and s = y j .
It remains to prove that We denote by
Our upper bound for partial words is based on the following key lemma; it is a property of partial words similar to Fact 8. At most 1 u-square of type (a). Observe that the length of W is a multiple of its shortest period p (this is due to the synchronization property for the string period of W ). Consequently, if we have two u-squares of type (a) occurring at position i and with the same shortest period p, then the shorter u-square also occurs at position i + p. This contradicts the definition of Ulast i ( ).
At most k + 1 u-squares of type (b). Suppose to the contrary that there are at least k + 2 u-squares of type (b), of lengths d 1 < . . . < d k +2 . Note that Y j := T [s + d j ..s + d j + 2∆ − 1] matches X = Y due to a u-square of length 2d j . Moreover, the factors Y and Y j have an overlap of at least ∆ ≥ p positions, so the string periods of Y j and Y must be synchronized. Consequently, the values d j mod p are all the same (and non-zero, as these are not squares of type (a)).
Consider the shortest W 2 and the longest (W ) 2 of these u-squares and the factor Z = T [i+d 1 ..i+d k +2 −1]. It matches a prefix P of length d k +2 −d 1 of W and a suffix S of the same length of W . Both P and S have period p; however, their string periods of length p are not equal (again, due to synchronization property), as p does not divide d 1 . Consequently, in every factor of length p in Z there must be a hole. This yields |Z|/p = (d k +2 − d 1 )/p ≥ k + 1 holes in total, a contradiction.
At most 4k + 2 u-squares of type (c). Let d = |W |. Let us extend the occurrence of X in W at position s − i + 1 to a maximal factor W [j ..j] with period p. Note that j > 1 or j < d as W 2 is not of type (b). Below, we assume j < d; the other subcase is handled in an analogous way. Consider the positions j 1 = i + j and j 2 = i + d + j of T . We will show that there are at most 2k + 1 possible pairs (j 1 , j 2 ) across the u-squares W ∈ Ulast i ( ), i.e., at most 2k + 1 corresponding u-squares, as d = j 2 − j 1 .
Positions T [j 1 ] and T [j 2 ] cannot both contain holes, as 2d is a non-ambiguous length. If T [j 1 ] is not a hole, then it is determined uniquely as the first position where the deterministic period p breaks, starting from the position s, i.e., j 1 is the smallest index such that T [s..j 1 ] does not have deterministic period p. The same holds for j 2 and s ; this is also due to the fact that Y and the occurrence of X at position s + d have an overlap of at least ∆ ≥ p positions, so they are synchronized. Hence, if neither
] is a hole, then the other position is determined uniquely, so there are at most 2k choices. This concludes the proof.
Theorem 12. The number of non-equivalent p-square factors in a partial word T of length n with k holes is O(min(nk 2 , n 2 )).
Proof. The O(n 2 ) bound is obvious. Due to Lemma 7 there are at most nk 2 p-squares of ambiguous length in T . Let us consider p-squares of non-ambiguous lengths. By Fact 8, among them there are O(n) non-equivalent p-squares with a solid occurrence. From now on we count only non-equivalent non-ambiguous p-squares without a solid occurrence, i.e., different u-squares.
Clearly, there are O(nk) different u-squares of length smaller than 2 α . Let ≥ 1 α and r = 2( + α ). By Lemma 11:
The last equality is based on the fact that each of the k holes in T is counted in at most 2r terms # ♦ (I i, ).
Let us consider a family of endpoints r j = n (1+α) j for j ≥ 0 and let t = max{j : r j > 1}. One can check that U = t j=0 U(r j+1 ). By (1), the total number of u-squares of length at least 2 α in T is at most:
4 Runs Toolbox for Partial Words
A run (also called a maximal repetition) in a word W is a triple (a, b, q) such that W [a..b] is periodic with period q (2q ≤ b − a + 1) and the interval [a, b] cannot be extended to the left nor to the right without violating the above property, that is,
, provided that the respective positions exist. The exponent of a run is defined as b−a+1 q . A word of length n has O(n) runs and they can all be computed in O(n) time [19, 1] .
From a run (a, b, q) we can produce all triples (a, b, kq) for integer k ≥ 1 such that 2kq ≤ b − a + 1; we call such triples generalized runs. That is, the period of a generalized run need not be the shortest period. The number of generalized runs is also O(n) as the sum of exponents of runs is O(n) [19, 1] .
For a partial word T , we call a triple (a, b, q) a quantum generalized run (Qrun, for short) in T if T [a..b] is quantum periodic with period q and none of the partial words T [a − 1..b] and T [a..b + 1] (if it exists) has the quantum period q; for an example see Fig. 2 . Generalized runs in words are strongly related to squares: (1) a square of length 2q belongs to a generalized run of period q and, moreover, (2) all factors of length 2q of a generalized run with period q are squares being each other's cyclic shifts. Unfortunately, Q-runs in partial words have only property (1). However, we introduce a type of run in partial words that has a property analogous to (2) . A pseudorun is a triple (a, b, q) such that: Example 13. The partial word from Fig. 2 contains two Q-runs with period 2:
(1, 9, 2) that corresponds to factor ab ♦ ♦ba ♦aa and (9, 12, 2) that corresponds to factor aba ♦. The partial word contains five pseudoruns with this period: (1, 4, 2) : (3, 8, 2) : ♦ ♦ba ♦a, (6, 9, 2) : a ♦aa, and (9, 12, 2): aba ♦. All but one of these pseudoruns induce exactly one p-square; the pseudorun (3, 8, 2) induces two non-equivalent p-squares: ♦ ♦ba and ♦ba ♦.
Observation 14.
(1) Every p-square factor in T is induced by a pseudorun.
(2) All factors of length 2q of a pseudorun with period q are p-squares and their representatives are each other's cyclic shifts.
The Algorithm
We design an O(nk 3 )-time algorithm for enumerating non-equivalent p-squares in a partial word T of length n with k holes. We assume that Σ is an ordered integer alphabet and that ♦ is smaller than all the letters from Σ. Then any two factors of T can be lexicographically compared using the suffix array of T in O(1) time after O(n)-time preprocessing [8] . The first two steps of the algorithm are computing all Q-runs in T and decomposing Q-runs into pseudoruns. The final phase consists in grouping pseudoruns in T by the representatives of induced p-squares, which lets us enumerate non-equivalent p-squares.
Computing Q-runs
We classify Q-runs into solid Q-runs that do not contain a hole and the remaining non-solid Q-runs. A solid Q-run is a generalized run in a maximal solid factor of T that is not adjacent to a hole in T . Thus all solid Q-runs can be computed in O(n) time using any linear-time algorithm for computing runs in words [19, 1] . The length of the longest common compatible prefix of two positions i, j, denoted lccp(i, j), is the largest such that
Symmetrically, we can define lccs(i, j) as the length of the longest common compatible suffix of T [1.
.i] and T [1..j]. After O(nk)-time preprocessing, queries for lccp (hence, queries for lccs) can be answered on-line in O(1) time [9] .
For every position i containing a hole and integer q ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we can use the lccp-and lccs-queries to check if there is a Q-run with period q containing the position i. If the Q-run is to contain i anywhere except for its last q positions, we can compute a = i − lccs(i, i + q) + 1, b = i + q + lccp(i, i + q) − 1 and check if b − a + 1 ≥ 2q; if so, the sought Q-run is (a, b, q). A symmetric test with i − q and i can be used to check for a Q-run containing i among its last q positions.
Clearly, this procedure works in O(nk) time. Therefore, the number of Qruns is at most O(nk). The same Q-run may be reported several times; therefore, in the end we remove repeating triples (a, b, q) via radix sort. Together with the O(n)-time computation of solid Q-runs we arrive at the following lemma. 
Computing Pseudoruns
Q-runs correspond to maximal factors of T that satisfy only the condition (a) of a pseudorun. Hence, every pseudorun is a factor of a Q-run.
A By Γ (β) we denote the set of all break points of a Q-run β. The Q-run can be decomposed into |Γ (β)| + 1 pseudoruns: if i is the first break point in β, then we have a pseudorun (a, i + q − 1, q) and continue the decomposition for (i − q + 1, b, q). Consecutive pseudoruns in the decomposition overlap by 2p − 1 positions. See Fig. 3 for an abstract illustration. 
Grouping Pseudoruns and Reporting Squares
We define the representative of a pseudorun β = (a, b, q) as
First, let us show how to group pseudoruns by equal representatives. This part of our algorithm builds upon the methods for grouping runs in words from [10] .
We use a separate approach for solid and for non-solid pseudoruns. Each solid pseudorun corresponds to a solid Q-run. Hence, there are O(n) of them and they can all be grouped using the approach of [10] in O(n) time.
We say that a partial word U is a d-fragment of T if U is a factor of T with symbols at d positions substituted with other symbols. Obviously, a d-fragment can be represented in O(d) space. The following lemma is a consequence of Observation 18 from [18] and Theorem 23 from [18] . Proof. Let β = (a, b, q). Knowing the positions of holes in T , we can represent repr (T [a..a + 2q − 1]) = U 2 as a k-fragment (the positions with holes of the psquare are filled with single symbols). By Lemma 19(b), we can find the minimal cyclic shift of the k-fragment in O(k 2 ) time. The cyclic shift can be represented as a k-fragment as well. We apply this to find (U ) 2 , the minimal cyclic shift of U 2 . Then repr (β) = (U ) 2 .
We group non-solid pseudoruns by their periods first; let R q be the set of non-solid pseudoruns with period q. From what we have already observed, we see that every pseudorun from R q can overlap with at most six other pseudoruns from R q : two that come from the same Q-run and two that come from each of the neighbouring Q-runs with period q. Hence, each hole position is contained in at most seven pseudoruns from R q , and |R q | ≤ 7k. The representatives of pseudoruns from R q can be sorted using O(k)-time comparison (Lemma 19(a) ). Thus the time complexity for sorting and grouping all pseudoruns from R q is O(k 2 log k), which gives O(nk 2 log k) in total.
By Observation 14, the representatives of all p-squares induced by a pseudorun β are cyclic shifts of repr (β). Thus only pseudoruns from the same group may induce equivalent p-squares. For each pseudorun β we can specify an interval I(β) of cyclic shift values of induced p-squares. Then all non-equivalent p-squares induced by pseudoruns in the same group can be reported by carefully processing the intervals I(β) as in [10] . This processing takes time linear in the number of all intervals from all groups and n, i.e., O(nk) time. This concludes the algorithm.
